Coding of sound intensity in the chick cochlear nerve.
Tuning curves, spontaneous activity, and rate-intensity (RI) functions were obtained from units in the chick cochlear nerve. The characteristic frequency (CF) was determined from each tuning curve. The shape of each RI function was subjectively evaluated and assigned to one of four RI types. The breakpoint, discharge rate at the highest SPLs, and slopes of the primary and secondary segments were quantified for each function. The CF and RI type were then related to these variables. A new RI function was observed in which the discharge activity in the secondary segment diminished as stimulus level increased above the breakpoint. This function was called a "sloping-down" type. In 959 units, saturating, sloping-up, sloping-down, and straight RI types were identified in 39.2, 35.5, 12.6, and 12.7% of the sample, respectively. The slope of the primary segment was nearly the same in each of the four types and averaged 5.48 S. s(-1). dB(-1) across all units. The slopes of the secondary segments formed four groupings when segregated by RI type based on the subjective assignments and averaged 0.03, 1.22, -0.90, and 3.95 S. s(-1). dB(-1) in the saturating, sloping-up, sloping-down, and straight types, respectively. The data describing the secondary segments of all units were fit with a multi-compartment polynomial and showed a continuous distribution that segregated, with some overlap, into the different RI categories. The proportion of RI types, as well as the secondary and primary slopes were approximately constant across CFs. In addition, it would appear that the other parameters that define the four types were, for the most part, homogeneously distributed across the frequency axis of the chick inner ear. Finally, a comparison of RI functions having a common CF suggested that the compressive nonlinearity that determines RI type may be a phenomenon localized to individual hair cells in the bird ear.